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We define the degenerate weighted Stifling numbers of the first and second kinds, 
Sl(n, k, 2t ] 0) and S(n, k, )t ] O). By specializing h and 0 we can obtain the Stirling numbers, the 
weighted Stifling numbers and the degenerate Stifling numbers. Basic properties of 
Sl(n, k, h { 0) and S(n, k, ;t I 0), such as recurrence formulas and combinatorial interpretations, 
are presented, and a theorem which relates Sx(n, k, )t I O) and S(n, k, h I O) to each other, and to 
other special numbers, is proved. This theorem provides a unified approach to a number of 
special cases which have recently appeared in the literature. 
1. Introduction 
We define the degenerate weighted Stifling numbers of the first and second 
kinds, Sl(n, k, )t [ O) and S(n, k, )t [ 0), by means of 
( l_ x)O-x(1-(1- x)°) k 
0 
~. xn 
=k! Sx(n,k,X[O)-- (1.1) 
n=k r t [ '  
Xn 
n=k 
(1.2) 
where 0/z = 1. The limiting case 0 = 0, )t = 0 gives Sl(n, k, 0 [ O) = S~(n, k) and 
S(n, k, 0 10) = S(n, k), where Sl(n, k) and S(n, k) are the Stirling numbers of the 
first and second kinds. 
There are several motivations for definitions (1.1) and (1.2). By specializing the 
parameters )t and 0, we can obtain not only the ordinary StMing numbers but also 
the weighted Stifling numbers [4, 5] and the degenerate Stirling numbers [1]. 
Thus our main theorem, Theorem 4.1, which relates S~(n,k,)t 10) and 
S(n, k, )t I 0) to each other and to other numbers, contains as special cases many 
of the results in [1, 2, 5 and 8]. Another reason the degenerate weighted Stirling 
numbers may be of interest is their combinatorial interpretation, which we give in 
Section 4. As a special case we give a combinatorial interpretation of the 
degenerate Stirling numbers, which, to the writer's knowledge, has not been done 
before. Finally, definitions (1.1) and (1.2) seem to be a natural synthesis of the 
ideas in [1, 4 and 5]. 
A summary by sections follows. Section 2 is a preliminary section containing 
the basic definitions and terminology we need. We include the definitions of 
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weighted and degenerate Stirling numbers. In Section 3 we generalize the concept 
of Bell polynomial to 'weighted' Bell polynomial, and we present an extension of 
a theorem in [8] which relates potential and Bell polynomials. This is the basis for 
Theorem 4.1 in the next section. In Section 4 we work out the main properties of 
the de,generate weighted Stirling numbers, including recurrence formulas and 
combinatorial interpretations. We also introduce the degenerate weighted as- 
sociated Stifling numbers, and we prove a theorem relating all of these numbers. 
We show how this theorem contains many of the results in [1, 2, 5 and 8] as 
special cases. Among other things, the theorem proves that S~(n, n - k, )t I 0) and 
S(n, n -  k, )t I0) are both polynomials in n of degree 2k. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout his paper we use the theory of formal power series as outlined in 
[6, pp. 36-43]. Also, if z is a complex number we use the following notation: 
(~)=z(z -1 ) - - - ( z -k+ 1)/k,. 
We also use the binomial theorem [6, p. 37]: 
( l+x)  z = x . 
k=O k 
Carlitz [4, 5] has defined Rl(n, k, )t) and R(n, k, )t) by means of 
(1--x)-X(--log(1--x))k=k! R~(n,k,)t)~., (2.1) 
rt =O 
e~'~(e'~- 1)k = k! R(n,k,~.)-~... (2.2) 
n=O 
For convenience we call Rl(n, k, lt) and R(n, k, )t) weighted Stifling numbers of 
the first and second kind, respectively, though Carlitz used that terminology for 
slightly different numbers. When /t---0 we have Rl(n, k,O)=Sl(n,k) and 
R(n, k, 0) = S(n, k), the ordinary Stirling numbers. We note that Koutras [10] has 
recently examined a similar set of numbers. 
The writer [9] has defined associated weighted Stifling numbers of the first and 
second kinds, 01(n, k, )t ) and Q(n, k, )t ), by 
(1 -x) -X( - log(1-x) -x)k=k!  Qx(n,k,)t)--~.., (2.3) 
rt ~O 
e~(eX--x--1)k=k! O(n, k, )t) ~. v. (2.4) 
rt=O 
It follows that Ql(n, k, O) = d(n, k), the associated Stifling number of the first kind 
[12, p. 73] and Q(n, k, O) = b(n, k), the associated Stirling number of the second 
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kind [12, p. 77]. Using (2.3) and (2.4), we can prove that Ra(n, n -k ,  it) and 
R(n,  n - k, it) are both polynomials in n of degree 2k [9]. 
Carlitz [1] has defined the degenerate Stirling numbers of the first and second 
kind, Sl(n, k 10) and S(n, k ] O) by means of 
k X n 
1- (1 -x )°~ =k!  ~ Se(n, k lO) - -  (2.5) 
O ] n ! '  n=k 
x__ 
( ( l+Ox)" - l )k=k!  S (n ,k [O)  n! ,  (2.6) 
n=k 
where 0~ = 1. The limiting case 0 = 0 gives the ordinary Stirling numbers. 
Analogous to the associated StMing numbers are d(n, k I 0) and b(n, k I 0), 
defined by 
-- = kt d(n, k l O)- N , (2.7) 
n = k  
t Xn ( ( l+Ox)" - l -x )k=k!  b(n, k lO)~.  (2.8) 
n=k 
In [8] these numbers are used to show that St(n, n - k [ 0) and S(n, n - k [ 0) are 
both polynomials in n of degree 2k. 
There are a number of special cases of St(n, k, it [ 0) and S(n, k, it [ 0) that are 
of interest. For convenience we state them in the form of a lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. With the notation of Sections 1 and 2 we have: 
S~(n, k, 010)= S~(., k), S(n, k, O l 0)= S(n, k), 
S~(n, k, l l0) 
S~(n, k, it 10) 
St(n, k, 110) 
S~(n, k, 010) 
= Sl(n + l, k+l [0 ) ,  
= Rl(n,  k, it), 
= Sl(n + 1, k + 1), 
=St(n, klO). 
S(n,k, OlO)=S(n, klO), 
S(n, k, it [ O)= R(n, k, it), 
S(n, k, 1 I O) = S(n + 1, k + 1), 
3. Weighted potential and Bell polynomials 
For r>~0 and f,7~O, let F(x)=Y~=,fkXk/k!  and W(it, x)=E~=oW~(h)xi/]! be 
formal power series. For complex z we define the weighted potential polynomial 
F~Z)(it) by means of 
,[1',x'/r!\== t F~)(x) xk w(x, ) (3.1) 
k=O 
and if r i> 1, we define the weighted exponential Bell polynomial rl<x.)(f~ 0, [,  gL,J  K v , " ° " 
f ,+l , - . - )  by 
W(it, x)(F(x)) j = ]! _,,.,R<x).tO, v, . . . , O, [,,/,+1, " " ") ~.v " (3.2) 
n = O  
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Thus if ] is a positive integer, 
(r!~ j k! j! I:/(x) [f~ 0, fr, fr+l, ")" 
F~-n(A)  = \ f J  (k  + r ] ) !  ~ ,k+,~, jw ,  • • • ,  . .  (3.3) 
When W(A, x )= 1, definitions (3.1) and (3.2) reduce to the potential and Bell 
polynomials defined in [6, pp. 133, 141]. 
In [8] the writer proved a theorem relating the potential and Bell polynomials, 
and it was pointed out how this theorem provides a systematic approach to a 
number of formulas and identities involving Stirling numbers. The theorem can be 
extended to weighted potential and Bell polynomials in the following way. 
Theorem 3 .1 .  If F~kZ)(,~) is defined by (3 .1)  and B(~( is defined by (3 .2 ) ,  then 
( ) ~ r(~)i(kk+Z)(k-z)(k+])' k-  z )(h ~ u(x) m 
k F(k~ )= O, f . . )  j=o - j  k+ j  (k+r/)! ' ' k+~' jw ' ' ' ' '  "" 
= ~" \ f , / \ k  + j~ (k + rD! ~,k+n.j,,,, - - • ,0, fr+l,.--). j=0 
We omit the proof since it follows exactly the same lines as the proof for the 
case W0t, x)= 1 in [8]. The function W0t, x) causes surprisingly few problems. 
Also extending a result in [8] is the following theorem. 
Theorem 3 .2 .  With the notation of this section, we have 
(-1)~(f/r!)~n! R(x) . . . (n 
B(k)'(O 0, fr+l, .) = 0, fr~ fr+l, "), n, l  \ ' " " " ' " ° " ° " , " ° 
,=o i! (n  - r/)! - -m--n, , - , ,v,  
and 
R (x) . . . rn  
q,/,.~)'n ! 
no,.~rn o, Lf,+~, .)= " o,f,+~, .). 
i=o i I (n - r/) ! 
Proof. We have 
n(~)m o, f,+x, .)y ~. 
n=O j=O 
= W(A, x) exp{y(F(x)-[,.xTr!)} 
= W(A, x) exp(yF(x)) • exp(-y/,xTr!) 
B~)(0, 0 ,L  .W) - -  = exp(-y/,xTr!) ,i " " ,  -" • 
n=o i n! 
The first part of the theorem follows when we compare the coefficients of x"y j in 
the above equation. The proof of the second part of Theorem 3.2 is similar. [] 
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Some special cases of (3.1) and (3.2) are of interest. We note that 
S,(n, j, A 10) = B’,lj(l, 1- 8, (1- 6)(2- O), (I- 8)(2- e)(3- e), . . .> (3.4) 
with W(A, x) = (1- x)~-‘. Also 
S(n, j, A 1 e) = BEi(l, 1- 8, (l- e)(l- 2e), (l- e)(l- 2e)(l- 3e), . . .), 
(3.5) 
with W(A, x) = (1+ 0x) *. Also of interest are the potential polynomials /3(k)@, 0) 
and (~(kz)(A, 0) defined by 
(l+“)* (l+eE)w-l ( 
z 00 
= c &-)(A, e)$, 
k=O 
(‘x)B-A(l_(~x)f3 
z 02 = c &‘(A, e) $. 
k=O 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
It follows that p(kz)(O, 0) is Norlund’s polynomial B(k) [ 11, p. 461. 
If we differentiate both sides of (3.6) with respect to x, multiply by 1 + 8x and 
compare coefficients of xk, we have 
P(kZ+‘)(A, e) e) +i (e2 - ek + 8 - 2 + A)&$,(A, e). 
Therefore, 
We also note that 
(3.8) 
~~‘l’(A, e)=(n-e-A)@-1-8-A). - -(l-e--A) for n>O, 
(3.9) 
&,“‘+‘)(A, 0) = 1 for n 20. 
Similarly, if we differentiate both sides of (3.7) with respect to x and compare 
coefficients of xk, we have 
&+“(A, e) = 
Therefore, 
&Vh,e)-i(z-ze-k+l+e-A)&C,(A,e). 
(k-;-l)at+“(A, e> 
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We also note that 
( -n l )  a ~"+i)()t, O)=(1- ) t ) (1 - ) t -O) . " (a - ) t -nO+O)  
(-n-l'~a(o"+l)()t , 0)=1 for n~ >0.  
\ ] 0 
In Section 4 we shall use (3.8)-(3.11) to prove, for 0 <~ k ~< n, 
(k  - n -1 )~"+l ) (X ,  O) = Sl(n, n - k, 1 -  )t l O), 
k 
(k -n - l )  a(kn+l)()t' O)= S(n' n - k' l -  x l 
for n > O, 
(3.11) 
4. Properties of the degenerate weighted Stifling numbers 
We first find explicit formulas. In (1.1) we expand (1 - ( I -x ) ° )  k 
binomial theorem and compare coefficients of x"/n! to obtain, for O~ O, 
Okk!Sl(n,k,)t lO) = E ( -1)  "+" (Or+O-X) 
r=0 
x (Or + 0 - )t - 1)- • • (Or + 0 - )t - n + 1). 
Similarly, f rom (1.2) we have, for all O, 
k IS (n ,k , ) t [O)= Y'. ( -1)  k+' Ot+r) (X+r -O) . . .Ot+r -nO+O) .  
r=0 
by the 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
When )t = 0 = 0, (4.2) reduces to a familiar formula for S(n, k). 
We can find combinatorial interpretations from (4.1) and (4.2). Assume 
0 # 0 and let S be a set with 0)t + Ok distinct elements. Suppose S = A U B, where 
A has 0)t elements and B is partit ioned into k blocks (subsets), each with 
0 elements. There are (k[,)= (I) ways to select k - r  of the blocks and then 
discard the elements in those blocks. There are then (O)t+Or)x 
(0)t + 0r -  1)- - • (0~t + Or-  n + 1) ways to place n of the remaining objects of S into 
n distinct cells, one to a cell with no repetitions of elements. By (4.2) and the 
principle of inc lus ion-  exclusion, we see that k! O"S(n, k, )t [ 0 -a) is the number of 
ways to select and permute n of the elements of S, with no repetitions, such that 
at least one element from each block of B is selected. 
Similarly, suppose T is a set with 0 -  )t + Ok distinct elements and T = C LI D, 
where C has 0 - / t  elements and D is partit ioned into k blocks, each block with 0 
elements. Then, by (4.1), ( -1)"+kk! OkSl(n, k , ) t lO)  is the number of ways of 
selecting and permuting n of the elements of T, with no repetitions, such that at 
least one element of each block of D is included in the selection. 
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Since S(n, k, O [ O) = S(n, k [ 0), the preceding ives a combinatorial interpreta- 
tion of k! O"S(n, k 10 -1) = (-1)n+kk! OkS~(n, k 10) when ;t = 0. To the writer's 
knowledge, these interpretations are new. 
We note that when 0 = 0 we have S(n, k, h 10) = R(n,  k, ;t) and Sl(n, k, )t ] O) = 
Rl(n,  k, Pt), the weighted Stirling numbers. Combinatorial interpretations are 
furnished in [4]. 
It follows from the above interpretations, or from (4.1) and (4.2), that 
(-O)kSl(n, k, 0 - Oh ] O) = (-O)"S(n, k, X I 0-1) • 
We also have, from (1.1), (1.2), (2.5) and (2.6), 
Sl(n, k,)t I0 )= t (n ) (x -0 ) (  1+1-  0 ) - - - (X+r -1 -O)S l (n - r ,k  I0), 
r=O \ f /  
f. 
r=O 
We now find recurrence formulas for Sl(n, k, h lO)  and S(n, k, hlO).  The 
generating functions (1.1) and (1.2) imply 
(1_ x)O_x exp y .1 - ( _ -x )  =~Sl(n ,k , ) t lO) ._~. .yk ,  (4.3) 
n,k 
X n 
(1 + Ox) 'a exp{y(1 + Ox) ' -  y}= ~ S(n, k, h 10) yk. (4.4) 
¢t,k 
If we differentiate both sides of (4.3) with respect o x and compare coefficients of 
xny k, we have 
'S~(n, k, )t - 0 I O) = Sl(n + 1, k + 1, X O) + (0 - h - n)Sl(n, k + 1, ;t I 0). 
(4.5) 
If we differentiate both sides of (4.3) with respect o y and compare coefficients of 
xny  k, we  have 
S l (n ,k ,X -O lO)=S l (n ,k , ; t lO) -O(k+l )S l (n ,k+l , ; t lO) .  (4.6) 
Combining (4.5) and (4.6), we obtain 
Sl(n + 1, k, h I O) = Sl(n, k - 1, h I O) + (h + n - 0 - Ok )Sl(/'l , k, X I 0) .  
(4.7) 
A little computation gives Table 1. 
Table 1. Sl(n, k, )t I O) 
1 2 3 
0 1 
1 h -O 1 
2 0t - 0)0t - 0 + 1) 2h - 30 + 1 1 
3 (h -0 )0t -0  + 1)0t -0  +2) 2 -90+702+6) t -9h0+3h 2 3h-60+3 
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It is clear that S~(n,k, XlO)=O if k>n.  Also, Sx(n,n,)t [0 )=1 and 
Sl(n, 0, )t [ 0) = ()t - 0)(h - 0 + 1)- • • (X - 0 + n - 1). Now comparing (4.7) to (3.8) 
and (3.9), we see that for 0 <~ k ~< n, 
k (3~n+~()t, O)= Sl(n, n - k, 1 -  ~t I 0), (4.8) 
where /3~"+1~()t, 0) is defined by (3.6). 
To find a recurrence for S(n, k, )t I 0), we differentiate (4.4) with respect to x, 
multiply by 1 + Ox and compare coefficients of xny k. This gives 
S(n ,k - l , ; t+ l lO)=S(n+l ,k ,  X lO)+(On-X)S(n ,k ,X[O) .  (4.9) 
If we differentiate (4.4) with respect to y and compare coefficients of xny k, we 
have 
S(n, k - 1, )t + 11 O)= kS(n, k, )t I 0)+ S(n, k - 1, )t I 0). (4.10) 
Combining (4.9) and (4.10), we obtain 
S(n+l ,k , ) t lO)=(k+)t -On)S(n ,k , ) t lO)+S(n ,k -1 , ) t [O) .  (4.11) 
A little computation gives Table 2. 
Table 2. S(n, k, h I O) 
n • 0  1 2 3 
0 1 
1 )t 1 
2 ) t (h -0 )  1+2) t -0  1 
3 )t(/t - 0)(/t -20)  1 -  30 + 202+ 3/t -6 ) ,0+3) ,  2 3+31t -30  
It is clear S(n, k, )t I 0) = 0 if k > n. Also S(n, n, )t I 0) = 1 and S(n, 0, )t I 0) = 
)t()t - 0). • • ()t - nO + 0). Comparing these values of S and (4.11) with (3.10) and 
(3.11), we see that 
k l|a~,,÷l~(X ' O) = S(n, n-  k, 1 -  ~, I 0), (4.12) 
\ n 
k ] 
where a~"+l~()t, 0) is defined by (3.7). 
Analogous to the associated Stifling numbers are the functions d (n, k, ~ [ 0) and 
b (n, k, )t I 0) defined by 
t =kt d(n,k,)t  10)--7, (4.13) 
0 rt=k 
t Xn ( l+Ox)~( ( l+Ox)" - l -x )k=k!  b(n,k,)t [ 0) ~--~.~, 
rt=k 
(4.14) 
where O/~ = 1. These might be called degenerate weighted associated Stifling 
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numbers. It is clear that 
d(n,k,)t ]O)= u(x)m 1-0 , (1 -0 ) (2 -0 ) , (1 -0 ) (2 -0 ) (3 -0 ) ,  .), .a.~ n ,  k ~.~ , . . 
with W(X, x) = (1 - x) °-x, and 
with 
(4.15) 
b(n, k,X 10) = B (x)m 1-0 ,  (1 -0 ) (1 -20) ,  (1 -0 ) (1 -20) (1 -30) ,  .), n,  kk 'o ,  • . 
(4.16) 
W(X, x )= ( l+0x)  ~.  Equations (4.15) and (4.16) should be compared to 
(3.4) and (3.5). 
The recurrence formulas, which can be worked out like (4.7) and (4.11), are: 
d(n + 1, k, X [ 0)= (n + X -O-Ok)d(n ,  k, X ] O) 
+ (n - nO)d(n - 1, k - 1, X I 0), 
b(n + 1, k, X lO)=(k+X-On)b(n,  k,X [ O) 
+ (n - nO)b(n - 1, k - 1, X I 0). 
and (4.14) that if n<2k,  We see from (4.13) 
b(n, k, X [ 0). Also d(n, 0, X [ 0) = (X - 0)(X - 0 + 1)-.  • (X - 0 + n - 1) 
b(n,O,X I 0)= x(x-0)-. .(A-nO+O). 
following special values. 
Lemma 4.1. With the notation 
By specializing 
d(n,k ,O[O)=d(n,k) ,  
d(n, k, X [ O) = Ox(n, k, X), 
d(n, k, 1[0)= d(n, k [ O)+ d(n + l, k+l  l 0), 
d(n, k, 1 ] O) = d(n + 2, k + 1)/(n + 1), 
d(n, k, 0 1 O)= d(n, k [ 0). 
We are now ready to prove our main theorem. 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
then d(n,k,  X lO)=O= 
and 
X and O, we have the 
of Sections 1 and 2, we have the following: 
b(n,k, OlO)=b(n,k),  
b(n, k, X 10) = O(n, k, X), 
b(n,k, OlO)=b(n,k]O),  
Tlaeorem 4.1. The following relations hold. 
k 
Sl(. ,  n -  k, x I o) = Z 
1=0 
k 
S(n,n-k,X[O)= Y~ 
i=O 
k 
Sa(n, n - k, X I o) = Y. 
j=O 
k 
S(n,n-k,X[O)- Z 
i=0  
(k + n + l ) (k -  n -1 )S(k  + ], ], l -  X ] O), 
k- i  k+j 
(k + n + l ) (k -  n -  l ) s l (k  + ], j, l -  X ] O), 
k - ]  k+]  
0-°-1) 
k+i b(k+],i,l-X[O), 
k+] 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
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(L) b(n ,k , ; t lO)= ~., (-1) "-k+i d(n -k+j , j , l - ; t lO) ,  
i=O 
d(n ,k , ; t lO)= ~, (-1) "-k+~ b(n -k+j , j , l - ) t lO) ,  
i=O 
S(n, n - k, ;t l O) = Y. 2k - j 
j=O 
&(n, n - k, X I O) = Y. n d (2k - j ,  k - i, X I 0). 
i=o 2k - j  
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
l~'ooL By (3.6), (3.7) and Theorem 3.1, we have 
( )~  ~ (k+z+l ) (k -z -1 )  k-z -1  +I)(X, ~ S(k+j,j, xlO) 
k O)=i= o k- j  k+ j  
= ~ k -z -1  b(k+j,j, XlO) 
j=o k +j  
and 
k - z - 1)(~(z+t)0t ' 0) 
k 
( )( ) =~ k+z+l  k-z -1  Sl(k 
i=o k- j  k +j 
k(k -z - l )  
= Y~ d(k+j , j ,  XlO). 
i=o k + j  
+j,j, xlo) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
Equations (4.19)-(4.22) follow immediately from (4.8), (4.12), (4.27) and (4.28). 
To prove (4.23) and (4.24) we use Theorem 3.2. We have, by Theorem 3.2 and 
(4.22), 
b(n ,k ,X[O)= k (7) (-1)' S(n - i , k - i ,  x lo )  
i=O 
y y 
,=o ,=o \n  - k + j l 
xd(n -k+l , j ,  1-h  10) 
~, (-1)"-k+'d(n-k+j, j , l -XlO) ~, (-1). 
i=o ,=o i n -k  +j  
It is not difficult to see that the inner sum in the extreme right member is (13, and 
(4.23) follows. Equation (4.24) is proved in the same way. 
Equations (4.25) and (4.26) follow from the second part of Theorem 3.1 by 
replacing z by -n.  These two equations prove that Sl(n, n - k, h t O) and S(n, n - 
k, )tlO) are both polynomials in n of degree 2k. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. [] 
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We note that by Theorem 3.2 we have the following additional relations: 
b(n,k,,XlO)= Y~ (-1) j S(n-i,k-i,X[O), 
j=0 
d(n,k,h 10)= Y. (-1) i S l (n - j , k - ] ,X  10), 
i=0 
S(n, k, )t I O) = . b(n - ], k - ], I [ 0), 
j=o ] 
Sl(n,k,;t lO)= Y. d(n-j,k-i, XlO). 
j=0 
By using the special cases in Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 4.1, we get results 
equivalent to those in [1, 2, 5 and 8]. Some of the cases involving d(n, k I 0) are not 
quite obvious. For example we have, from (4.24) and Lemma 4.1, 
d(n, klO) = ~ (-1) "-k+~ ] b (n -k+] , ] lO) -d (n - l , k - l lO)  
i=o k - 1 
= ~ (-1) n-k+i J - J b (n -k+j , j [O)  
j=o k -1  k -2  
+d(n-2 ,  k-210)  
.-k k-1 ( / 
= ~. ( -1 )n -k+ib(n -k+j , ] lO)  ~'. ( -1)"  ] 
j=o , - -o  k - l - r  
1) 
(-1) "-k+i - b(n-k+j ,  jlO). 
i=O 
Also, using (4.22) and(k -n -1)  (k -n )~k-n - l~  
k+] = k+] - \k+] - l} '  we have 
S(n,n-klO)= Y. k-n -1  j=o k+l (d(k+LjfO)+d(k+j+l,i+lle)) 
~ /k+n\  d 
=j=o~k+]) (k+],81 0). 
Similarly, from (4.23), 
1MI. - -k  
b(n, k lO)= Y~ ( -1)" -k+J (  I - 1~ - ' " \k  - ,]a~'n - k + ], ] I 0). 
i=k 
Since Sl(n, n - k, )t [ O) and S(n, n - k, ;t [ O) are both 
degree 2k, we can write 
k 
o. /n+J)  Sz(n,n-k,  A IO)= ~., Bz(k,j, A I )~ 2k ' 
i=O 
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S(n ,  n 
where Bl(k, L h I 
k o. [n+i  ) 
k, It l O)= Z B(k, ], It l )~ 2k " 
j=O 
0) and B(k, L It [ 0) are independent of n [5]. Note that 
B(k, j ,O 
B(k, j ,O 
B(k, j, It 
[O)=B(k,i+l), 
[O)=B(k,i+lJO), 
I 0) = B(k, i, It), 
Bl(k,j, OlO)=Bl(k,j), 
B~(k, j, I 10)= B~(k, j ] O), 
Bl(k, 1, It 10)= B~(k, i, It), 
where B(k, ]) and Bl(k, ]) are defined in [3], B(k, ] I O) and Bl(k, j I 0) are defined 
in [1], B(k, j, It) and Bl(k, j, It) are defined in [5]. Combinatorial  interpretations of
B(k, i) and Bl(k, i) are given in [7]. 
Using the methods of [1] and [5], we can work out the following recurrences: 
B~(k,], It I 0)-- ( j+ 1 - I t  +O-Ok-O] )B l (k -1 , i ,  It [ 0) 
+ (2k - i - 1 + It - 0 - Ok + Oj)Bl(k - 1, ] - 1, It I 0), 
B(k, i ,  It [O)=(k+i - I t -O i -O)B(k - l , i ,  It 10) 
+(k- i+  I t -2kO+O+Oi )B(k -  l , i -  l, It 10). 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
Comparison of (4.29) and (4.30), along with B(0, 0, It I 0) = 1 = BI(0, 0, 1 - i t  I 0), 
yields 
B(k, ],it 10)= Bl(k, k-. i ,  1- i t  10). 
These numbers can be used exactly as B(k, ], It) and Bl(k, ], It) are used in [5] 
to give another proof of (4.19) and (4.20). (For values see Table 3.) 
It is clear that for k > 0, B(k, O, It [ O) = (k - It - O)(k - 1 - It - 0) . - -  (1 - It - 0) 
and B(k ,  k, It I O) = (It - kO + O)(It - kO + 20) . .  • (It - 0) I t .  
Finally, we note the following formula involving S(n, k, It I 0): 
(x  + X) (x  + It - 0 ) .  • • (x  + It - nO + O) 
n 
= ~, S(n,k, itlO)x(x-1)...(x-k+l). (4.31) 
k=O 
When It = 0 = 0, (4.31) reduces to the familiar 
r t  
x n= ~., S (n ,k )x (x -1 ) . . . (x -k+l ) .  
k=0 
To prove (4.31) we define T(n, k, It [ O) by 
Table 3. B(k,], It 10) =B~(k, k - i ,  1-It  [0) 
2 
0 1 
1 1- i t  -0  l 
2 (2 -X -0) (1 -X -0)  202-30 + 1 -2 i t2+3h-  0it It2-itO 
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(x + X)(x + X - 0)- • • (x + X - nO + O) 
n 
= Y. T(n,k,  h lO)x (x -1 ) . . . (x -k+l ) .  
k=O 
(4.32) 
We multiply both sides of (4.32) by x + A - nO = (x - k) + (k + h - nO) and then 
observe that T(n, k, )t [ 0) and S(n, k, )t [ 0) satisfy the same recurrence with the 
same initial conditions. Note that (4.31) could be written as 
x(x - 0 ) . . .  (x -  nO + O) 
n 
= ~ S(n,k, h lO) (x - ) t ) (x -h -1 ) . ' . (x - ) t -k+l ) .  (4.33) 
k=0 
Using (4.33) and the method of [1], we can show 
n 
Y. k, x I O-1)S(k, i, )t I o) 
k=j 
= (7)(X0 + ;t)()t0 + X-  1) - . -  ()t0 + ) t -  n +/+ 1). 
From (4.34) and 
(--0)kSl(/% k, 0 - 0X 0) = (-O)nS(Ft, k, X [ 0-1), 
(4.34) 
we can prove 
n 
(-1)"-kS~(n, k, O-Oh [O)S(k, j ,h  [0) 
k=j 
=(7)()tO+)t)()tO+)t-1). . .OtO+)t -n+]+ l), (4.35) 
n 
~., (-1)k-~S(n, k,;t O)Sx(k, j, O-O)t [0) 
k=i 
= (7)0t  +)t0)()t +) t0 -0 ) - "  .()t+)tO-nO+jO+O). (4.36) 
The weighted degenerate Stifling numbers do not appear to satisfy simple 
orthogonality relations as the ordinary, weighted and degenerate Stifling numbers 
do. However, when we let )t = 0 and when we let )t = 0 = 0 in (4.35) and (4.36) we 
get the orthogonality relations for the degenerate and for the ordinary Stirling 
numbers.  
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